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Figure 1. Sketch&Stitch workflow: 1. The user sketches an artwork directly on the fabric, 2. she uses Circuitry Stickers to plan the circuit layout, 3.
she draws circuit traces to connect the stickers, 4. the system takes a picture of the sketch, converts it to embroidery patterns, and sends them to an
embroidery machine for stitching using conductive and non-conductive threads, 5. the user replaces Circuitry Stickers with real electrical components
and attaches them to the fabric.

ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

E-Textiles are fabrics that integrate electronic circuits and
components. Makers use them to create interactive clothing,
furniture, and toys. However, this requires significant manual
labor and skills, and using technology-centric design tools.
We introduce Sketch&Stitch, an interactive embroidery system
to create e-textiles using a traditional crafting approach: Users
draw their art and circuit directly on fabric using colored pens.
The system takes a picture of the sketch, converts it to embroidery patterns, and sends them to an embroidery machine.
Alternating between sketching and stitching, users build and
test their design incrementally. Sketch&Stitch features Circuitry Stickers representing circuit boards, components, and
custom stitch patterns for wire crossings to insulate, and various textile touch sensors such as pushbuttons, sliders, and
2D touchpads. Circuitry Stickers serve as placeholders during design. Using computer vision, they are recognized and
replaced later in the appropriate embroidery phases. We close
with technical considerations and application examples.

Electronic textile technology enables people to create expressive, interactive, and functional textile artifacts for both playful
and serious applications. It combines the visual and haptic
expressiveness of textiles with the interactivity and utility of
electronic components such as LEDs, vibration motors, speakers, GPS receivers, and touch sensors. At the intersection of
technology, art, and fashion (see, e.g., CuteCircuit.com), etextiles have attracted artists, designers, hobbyists, and makers
applying this technology in creative and artistic ways [2, 9].
This has motivated HCI research to investigate techniques that
enable a wider audience to integrate fabrics and electronics
into interactive textiles [6, 41, 42].
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In e-textiles, conductive threads, inks, polymers, or textiles
are attached directly to a base fabric, creating fabric circuits.
These circuits connect traditional electronic components, usually on printed circuit boards, but they can also directly include functional parts such as fabric-based resistors, capacitors, touch sensors, or antennas. Creating e-textiles typically
involves 1. designing or choosing an artwork, 2. planning the
layout of electrical components and traces, 3. creating the artwork and fabric circuit on the base fabric, 4. insulating circuit
traces where necessary, and 5. attaching electronic components [32]. The techniques for implementing e-textiles are
based on traditional methods such as printing [24], weaving
[20], knitting [15], and embroidery [42].
As users rely predominantly on manual fabrication of e-textiles
[22], executing a design becomes labor-intensive and requires
high skill levels as the number and density of electrical components and connections increase. Debugging e-textiles is only
possible after investing considerable time in building them.
Insulating circuit traces is an extra step requiring special tools
and materials [6]. Observing participants in our e-textile workshops, and analyzing over 70 e-textile projects documented
online, we found that this laborious multi-step process often

